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David Manley – Artist

Introduction to the Work

In the details…

It seems that busy times never leave you.  I keep thinking that the weeks ahead look fairly clear but then they approach full of activity.
 This past week has seen me out on the stump (standing in our local elections…and yes I brought this on myself), teaching in Lincoln, up
in Manchester and back in Lincoln for the symposium organised by Andrew Bracey to accompany the last days of the detail exhibition.
 One shouldn’t complain – its good to be active – but sometimes there’s just a feeling that the work may suffer if there’s too many
distractions?   Doubt and uncertainty are surely at the heart of any contemporary painter with pretentions to a level of seriousness. This
came into focus at yesterdays symposium where each of the painters on the podium posed questions about either their own or other
artists work whilst, it seemed to me, the one speaker without a practice as a painter (but rather as a commentator) tended to couch his
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responses to the work under discussion (that of Iain Andrews) with far more certainly and clarity than I’d have wished.  I suspect that one
or two members of the audience (who voiced earlier concerns that the event wasn’t properly focussed on the explication of painting) may
have found this reassuring.  From discussions with several of those painters part of the exhibition and in attendance at the event I’m
confident that they, like me, are only confident that we aren’t confident about where serious contemporary painting  is at!

The event was good fun and gave an opportunity to meet up with a few other painters that one felt one knew but only in the digital realm.
 For me it was good to be able to say hello to Ruth Philo, whose marvellously pellucid pictures I’ve admired in several shows, and to
catch up with Richard Waring, whom I’d met some years back but lost sight of, a painter with a fluid yet sure touch and excellent eye.  I
was there with my wife, and my pals John and Louisa…it was a good day…I gave Andrew one of my little ‘Place’ pieces as a thanks for
the whole detail project (that must have been quite a job!) and took this detail of his detail in detail…
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